PS IMAGO PRO /// comprehensive
analysis and reporting solution

PS IMAGO PRO is a comprehensive analysis and reporting solution that provides analysts
with an integrated data analysis environment. This analytical environment facilitates not
only data exploration and preparation but also multidimensional analysis and construction
of predictive models.
This solution is the foundation of a system for providing information on key operations
of the organisation. Objects resulting from analyses are put in a personalised report and
then published on the corporate website. Authorised recipients have access to the necessary
information via a browser or as a document. PS IMAGO PRO is a flexible tool for creating
ad hoc reports and making analysis and reporting automatic for recurrent operations.
PS IMAGO PRO is a comprehensive solution that combines a number of components:
zz analytical – offering a broad array of procedures available both from the interface
and the programming language level. It provides access to various types of data,
data preparation, processing, and analysis. The core of the analytical component is the
engine of the IBM SPSS Statistics suite and a set of proprietary procedures that expand
the functionalities of the tool;
zz report design – it is used to prepare dashboard reports (available online) or document
reports (available as hard copy) based on results of the analytical component;
zz automation – helps plan periodic reporting: from data retrieval, data analysis,
report creation, to publication on the website;
zz distribution – used for publishing and sharing analytical reports with recipients.
From saving reports into one of the widely used formats (PDF, PPT, HTML, DOCX)
to publishing them on a dedicated web server.
FIGURE 1.
Component management desktop
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The analytical component
PS IMAGO PRO Analytical Engine
IBM SPSS Statistics, a recognised standard used by analysts all over the world for
over fifty years, is the analytical engine of PS IMAGO PRO.
It offers:
zz a native data storage format in a single file together with all important information
(data, values, labels, measurement levels, missing data, etc.);
zz access to data in formats other than the native format, including ODBC databases,
MS Excel, SAS, Stata files, or text data;
zz data processing procedures for preparing it for analysis, including selection, aggregation,
restructuring, transposition, random sampling, and creation, transformation,
categorisation, and recording of variables, variable and value labelling, and dataset
merging; all this can be selected from the interface or the programming language level;
zz a set of data analysis techniques such as frequency tables, descriptive statistics, crosstabs,
mean comparison, correlation verification, and Bayesian statistics;
zz a wide array of multi-dimensional data analysis techniques that facilitate prediction,
classification, segmentation, scaling, and reduction, including regression, time series
forecasting, optimal scaling, cluster analysis, decision trees, and neural networks;
zz procedures for presenting analysis results using a wide variety of tables, charts, and maps.
FIGURE 2.
View of result objects in the analytical tool

Procedure extensions
We have integrated 51 additional proprietary procedures that enhance the analytical engine.
They provide functions that speed up data preparation, analytical functions and a number
of out-of-the-box result visualisations. The procedures fall into the following groups:
zz data – dataset management, including: Delete Constant Variables, Delete Variable
Duplicates, Data Description, Copy Value Labels;
zz transformations – variable transformation, including: Coding Multiple Response Sets,
Scale Variables, Recode Monotonic Categories, Compute Global Values;
zz analysis – investigation of variable relationships, including: Cramer's V Correlated
Variables, Significant Variables CHAID, Inequality Measures, Group Evaluation;
zz charts – analysis result visualisation, including: Contingency Map and Summary Map,
Table Charts, Nightingale Rose, Violin Plot, Tree Map, Hierarchical Chart, Marimekko Chart;
zz dashboard – visualisations for dashboard building, including: Thermometers, Measures,
Dartboard, Arrows & Lights;
zz report – operations on result objects, including: Table Colouring, Insert Image.
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FIGURE 3.
Violin plot, a result object

Report designing component
Professional design of analytical reports
PS IMAGO PRO helps create professional analytical reports that may be presented as both
documents and dashboards that can be shared online. The environment is integrated with
an analytical engine, so reports are built from result objects generated in IBM SPSS Statistics.
FIGURE 4.
Report design view

Basic functions are available from the menu such that even a beginner, without touching
IBM SPSS Statistics, can design the layout and content of a whole report.

Unassisted design in PS IMAGO PRO means:
zz creating multipage reports and defining report navigation;
zz customisation of report appearance to requirements of your institution using
custom templates;
zz arranging analytical objects using a layout selected by the designer;
zz adding comments and descriptions to objects used;
zz dynamic editing of objects in the analytical engine;
zz updating a finished report to reflect source data;
zz export of hard copy reports to DOCX and PDF;
zz export to PDF while leaving layout and navigation unaffected;
zz publishing reports in a distribution platform as HTML pages.
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One source of data – many types of reports
Using a single source, with result objects in PS IMAGO PRO, you can create two different
reports at the same time:
zz dashboard – reports to be shared online;
zz document – traditional, hard copy reports;
Any update of source result objects automatically updates objects in reports regardless of the
operating mode. Both types of reports can be generated simultaneously in the same project.
Designing a dashboard report involves adding objects to consecutive pages with a specific
layout and defining navigation between them. After formatting and populating a report
with analytical objects, it can be shared on a dedicated website or saved to a popular
file format (e.g. PDF, HTML).
Work with a document report resembles work with popular word processing editors.
A great advantage is that when building a report in PS IMAGO PRO, the user has access
to all result objects from the application. The user may edit the result object at any stage
of work with the report. Complete reports can be exported to third-party applications
as DOCX or PDF files or they can be printed immediately.

Distribution and automation component
Effective distribution of analytical reports
The distribution component in PS IMAGO PRO is an environment for publishing and presenting
analytical reports. It is a solution for storing in one place analytical information relevant
to an organisation.
Reports are published in a website database repository (compatible with MySQL and MSSQL)
and shared with authorised persons as HTML pages. Website users browse through analytical
reports using their web browsers in line with security and confidentiality standards.
During publishing, reports are stored in a tree structure of folders that helps keep repository
content in order. The hierarchical folder tree may reflect the organisational structure
of a company or its business goals. The website has an administrator panel for managing
privileges of individual users and access to resources.
Users may view historical versions of reports or other documents published on the website.
Reports may have a validity date, after which they are no longer available to users without
administrator privileges.

FIGURE 5.
Preview of a page of a complete report
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Automated update of periodic reports
PS IMAGO PRO allows the regular update of a published report. The automated update
procedure consists of up to six steps covering the following individual stages:
zz data preparation, analysis, and creation of result objects;
zz
report creation;
zz
report publication.
The user decides at which step the automation takes over and indicates the last automated
step. The process can be fully (from the preparation of result objects from data to the
publication on the website) or partially automated. Automation tasks can be triggered
regularly with a schedule (every day, every week, every month, on a specific date).
This means that recipients have uninterrupted access to current information which can
be used for business decision-making. Manual work of an analyst can be streamlined and
automated, especially for recurring activities related to the preparation of periodic reports.
A set of various parameters to describe the process of preparing and distributing a report
may be saved and batch processed by PS IMAGO PRO without involving the user.

Why PS IMAGO PRO
PS IMAGO PRO helps prepare appealing and professional analytical reports and control their
distribution. Data analysis and result sharing can now take less effort and time.
PS IMAGO PRO in your organisation means:
time savings in the preparation of strategic and operational reports, plans, budgets,
projects, and tasks;
zz reports that respond to the needs of recipients;
zz more precise diagnosis of business problems;
zz freedom from complex information systems and the restrictions they impose on the
form and levels of aggregation of presented information;
zz a planning tool that helps achieve measurable business goals and better outcomes;
zz wider availability of reports across the whole organisation with a friendly licence model;
zz increased customer satisfaction by better profiling and adjustment of activities to the
current and future business environment;

zz
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